### 1) President / Président

Daniel Ben-Natan

### 2) # of Canadian Studies Centres / 
# des Centres d'études canadiennes

The Halbert Centre for Canadian Studies of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

### 3) # of Members / # des Membres

300

### 4) Web site / Site Web

[www.iacs.org.il](http://www.iacs.org.il)

---

### 5) Activities (including dates) / Activités (avec dates)

- **Public Lecture Series:**
  - Mrs. Miriam Ziv, Ambassador to Canada 2008 -2013 "Best Friends: Canada and Israel (May 7, 2014)
  - Prof. Suanne Kelman, Ryerson University " Shooting the Messenger: Canada's Mania for Secrecy" (November 25, 2014)
  - Prof. Adam Dodek University of Ottawa " The Canadian Override: Constitutional Model or Bete Noire of Constitutional Politics?" (January 13, 2015)

### 6) Publications

- Eran Ben-Ari, Hebrew University, School of Business Administration " The Translation of Online Technology-The Case of Google Analytics"
- Gidon Jakar, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Department of Geography " Hamilton's Race for an NHL Team: A Canadian Perspective on Professional Sport and Local Development"
- Dorit Treister, Technion, Department of Organizational Psychology

### 7) Grants awarded by the association. Awards & prizes received by members / Bourses offertes par l'association. Prix reçus par les membres de l'association

- The Postdoctoral Fellowship Administration
- Participation in Canadian Studies Conferences Publications

### 8) Research / Recherches

- The Joint Is.A.C.S and Halbert Centre International Conference in Canadian Studies will take place in Jerusalem May 23 – 25, 2016 on Rethinking Diversity and Multiculturalism: Global and Local Challenges
- The call for Papers will be issued in the coming weeks.